Abstract-A run-time efficient three-dimensional radio propagation prediction model is presented in this paper. The model allows mobile network operators to predict the outdoor and the outdoor-to-indoor coverage in dense urban areas using one general prediction model. It integrates almost all relevant propagation phenomena in dense urban areas with an accuracy comparable to the results of dedicated prediction models. The required high resolution building data is stored in vector as well as raster format. Depending on the terrain processing task, the format resulting in the shorter run-time is employed. A huge amount of measurements from the Global System for Mobile Communications 1800 network of E-Plus have been used to derive the heuristics and empirical correction factors included in the model. It is shown that the prediction accuracy can be improved significantly by considering vegetation effects and multipath propagation. Measurements justify to consider multipath propagation only up to a distance of 500 m from the base stations (BSs) in an dense urban environment. This is another source of significant run-time savings. Consequently, the prediction time of large areas decreases dramatically by neglecting multipath effects at these distances. A semiempirical building penetration extension is used to derive indoor predictions for each floor based on outdoor predictions at ground-level combined with a height gain model. An additional deterministic component is incorporated in case the BS and (parts of) the building are in line of sight. Preliminary tests show a sufficient match between the measurements and the outdoor as well as the outdoor-to-indoor predictions.
proposed in the literature, e.g., [1] [2] [3] . Most of them are based on ray-tracing techniques and use high resolution building data either in a raster or vector format [4] . The influence of vegetation and terrain ground height variations are neglected in most of these approaches. If applied to typical micro cells with a coverage area of a few hundred square meters this may give reasonable results. For the complete planning of a large city, however, this high resolution data has then to be used for the macro cells as well, because predictions based on low-resolution data may give poor results in dense urban areas [5] . Moreover, the base station (BS) antenna is mounted above roof-top level in macro cells, and the effects of ground height variation and the influence of vegetation have an impact on the path loss [6] , [7] . Finally, the required prediction area increases to several square kilometers. This leads to unacceptable computing times, if the digital terrain data is not processed in an efficient way.
With the introduction of high-speed multimedia services, the demand for indoor coverage will become more important. A prerequisite for improving indoor coverage in a cost-efficient way is the detailed knowledge of the actual and the planned indoor coverage. This information can be obtained from predictions or measurements. A widely used approach to forecast indoor coverage in radio network planning is to use a low-resolution macro-cell model and to apply an additional indoor penetration margin. With such a procedure, however, only a rough estimation of indoor coverage is possible. Furthermore, the only possibility to determine the large-area indoor coverage by measurements is to measure each floor in each building individually. This is a very time consuming and expensive process. In the case of access restrictions to buildings, it is even not possible to make such measurements. Therefore, a so-called outdoor-to-indoor coverage prediction method is required, which predicts indoor coverage by outdoor BSs. The method has to consider both the complex propagation process occurring between the BS and the building as well as the building penetration process itself. Some very first promising approaches for such predictions can be found in the recent literature [8] [9] [10] . Initial solutions to the first problem are published in the models of Rajala et al. [8] and Cichon et al. [10] , where extensions to their corresponding outdoor prediction model are introduced. Berg [9] describes the propagation mechanism relevant to calculate a building penetration loss and suggests a couple of valuable empirical and semiempirical expressions. These expressions are considered as an appropriate starting point for a combination with the outdoor prediction method, which is introduced here.
In this paper, a run-time efficient three-dimensional outdoor-to-indoor coverage of small macro cells in urban areas based on high-resolution building data is presented. The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the digital terrain data bases and terrain processing aspects. The outdoor prediction model, which consists of three submodels, is introduced in Section III. Section IV presents the building penetration modules and their integration into the outdoor prediction method. The model verification with numerous measurements and some applications are shown in Sections V and VI, respectively.
II. DIGITAL TERRAIN DATABASES
In radio network planning, high-quality digital terrain data has to be used, compare with [11] . Depending on the propagation scenario different data types (terrain ground height, land use, and building data), formats (vector or raster), resolution (typical range 5 m up to 200 m), and accuracy are used. For dense urban areas high resolution data containing building and vegetation information are most appropriate. The corresponding propagation prediction models typically using this kind of data are able to process either raster or vector formats [12] , [13] . The propagation model presented in this paper uses both vector and raster formats simultaneously. This section describes the basic data used. Additionally a couple preprocessing techniques are introduced in order to reduce computing time.
A. Basic Data
The high-resolution data used here contains information about buildings, walls, terrain ground height, and vegetation. Such data can be derived by stereoscopic evaluation of aerial photographs in Fig. 1 (top left) . The data extracted from aerial photographs is typically in vector format in Fig. 1 (top right) .
Each vector object contains information about building shapes (including inner courtyards and top constructions), absolute ground height, relative building height, roof type, and ridge direction. The specification of the accuracy of the vector data is a maximum standard deviation of 2 m in height and position. Since common vector formats like drawing exchange format (DXF) or ArcGenerate are not designed for the access and the processing tasks which typically occur in propagation prediction models, an own object-oriented vector format was introduced to allow the most efficient use of the data.
All raster layers (typical resolution 5 m 5 m) in Fig. 1  (bottom) are derived from these vector layers in order to ensure the consistency of the different layers, which is a prerequisite for using hybrid data. Consequently, each raster pixel contains the same information as the vector objects. Each attribute is stored in a separate raster layer. Note, that in terms of building shapes a quantization error is made when a 5 m raster resolution is used. Vegetation data is used in the raster layer only. In order to combine the specific advantages of different data formats, a propagation model should be able to switch between vector and raster data, depending on the particular terrain processing task. For example, the generation of a two-dimensional (2-D) terrain profile, which is important to calculate the signals propagating within a vertical plane between the BSs and the mobile, is more efficient using raster data. On the other hand, the detection of scattering surfaces at buildings outside this vertical plane, which is relevant to consider multipath propagation, is faster when using vector data.
Indoor coverage depends on the specific propagation phenomena and interactions along all paths between the BS and the building as well as on the building material. No systematic method is yet known to retrieve the building material automatically for complete cities. Therefore, the building material has to be replaced by empirical default values.
B. Preprocessing of Digital Terrain Data
In addition to the basic data, preprocessed raster data layers or attributes of vector objects are stored. Street width and street orientation are two important parameters for several Walfisch-type models, e.g., [14] . Such parameters can be extracted by means of a 2-D area around the mobile station (MS), which is an extremely time-consuming process. Since these two parameters are independent from the specific BS position, it is appropriate to generate two additional raster layers containing and in a preprocessing step, where the local street width is defined as the minimum distance along all straight lines connecting two buildings at the considered pixel. The street orientation is defined by the orientation of the corresponding straight line perpendicular to that line. In order to get more accurate results-especially for -the 5 m raster layer is derived by processing the 1 m raster layer.
Bounding boxes, bounding spheres of buildings, and normal vectors of the building walls are preprocessed and stored in the object-oriented vector format. These attributes are used to accelerate the ray-tracing process using techniques as described in [15] , for example. 
III. OUTDOOR PREDICTION METHOD
Wave propagation modeling in urban areas is a very complex task. Various propagation effects, like diffraction over roof tops and around building corners, scattering on buildings, and penetration through vegetation have to be considered as shown in Fig. 2 . An exact modeling of all these effects in such a complex environment is not appropriate in a practical implementation due to computing time constraints. Therefore, a simplified approach has to take into account the most important propagation paths. Of course, the selection of the relevant propagation phenomena depends on the application scenario (environment, typical cell range, and antenna configuration). The intended applications of themodelpresentedherearecoverage predictionsforsmallmacro cells in dense urban areas, where the BS antenna is mounted above roof-top-level.
For such a scenario a subdivision of propagation paths into a vertical plane model (VPM) and a multipath model (MPM) based on the findings in [2] seems to be appropriate. Propagation in the transversal plane is neglected because it is more important for micro cell scenarios. Additionally, every ray (both in VPM and MPM) is checked whether vegetation obstructs the propagation path. Ifnecessary, an additional vegetationlossis computed by the vegetation model (VegMod) for each of the paths. Furthermore, the effect of terrain height variation is considered by the calculation of an effective BS antenna height [16] and by using the absolute building height (above sea level) when diffracting edges or scattering surfaces are determined. An example for two positions of MS is shown in Fig. 2 . For MS 1 only VPM and MPM are relevant, whereas path loss at MS 2 is influenced by vegetation as well. The difference in the ground height levels of MS 2 and BS requires also the consideration of the absolute terrain height.
A. VPM
In the VPM, the most important propagation effects are propagation along street canyons in case the line-of-sight (LOS) and diffraction over roof-tops for all none-line-of-sight (NLOS) situations.
If the diffracting edges are approximately of equal height and the MS is located within a street canyon, see Fig. 3 (a), Walfisch-type propagation models are appropriate. Therefore, a combination of three Walfisch-type models as described in [16] is applied. The COST-231-Walfisch-Ikegami-Model [14] is selected if the BS antenna height is below 70 m or the length of the propagation path over buildings exceeds the settled field distance [14] . For a MS at a distance of the BS the settled field distance is calculated as (1) where wave length; mean value of the relative building heights along the profile BS to MS. Equation (1) is based on equations for the upper limit of the settled field distance given in [17] and [18] , which are valid for small angles of incidence. Notethat in [17] corresponds to in (1) , where the rooftop height is set to the mean relative building height calculated between the MS and BS. If the distance between the BS and the first building exceeds and either or m, then the flat edge model [19] is used. For all other cases the Maciel-Xia-Bertoni-Model [20] is used.
If the heights of the diffracting edges are not homogeneously distributed and/or the MS is not located within a street canyon, see Fig. 3(b) , the application of a knife edge model is more appropriate. In such a situation a modified Deygout method is used [21] . In the case of NLOS the path loss is computed by the following heuristic weighting function: (2) where diffraction loss of the knife edge model, basic path loss using a dual-slope approach, path loss due to the Walfisch-type model. 
for for for (6) is the standard deviation of the absolute building height along the profile BS to MS.
Typical values are m, m, , and . For LOS situations the path loss is computed using the LOS part of the COST231-Walfisch-Ikegami model.
B. MPM
For the determination of the scattering areas in the MPM, the vector data format is used, which allows the implementation of run-time efficient algorithms, e.g., [15] . Multipath signals are dominant mainly for MS locations close to the BS. Based on this assumption, the following approximations seem to be reasonable.
1) Only single-scattering processes are considered.
2) All walls which have LOS to the BS are determined in the first step and independently from the particular MS location.
3) It is assumed that for larger distances the most relevant part of the energy is transported within the vertical plane. Multipath signals are computed only, if the distance between the MS and the BS is below a threshold . 4) Multipaths are contributing significantly to the total received energy, if the MS is within a certain distance of the BS. For the LOS check of these potential scattering areas, only buildings within a restricted area around the BS are relevant. Therefore, only the vector building objects located within an area of the size are used to determine the scattering areas. The BS is located in the center of that area.
The model using these four assumptions will be called MPM in the following.
A further acceleration of the prediction time is achieved with the fast MPM, where some additional heuristic restrictions for potential scattering areas are introduced. Multipath signals are calculated only if at least one of the following conditions is fulfilled: a) The distance of the scattering area to BS is below . b) The distance of the scattering area to MS is below . c) The difference between the angle-of-arrival and the street orientation angle is below . Assumptions five and six express that the most relevant scattering process occur either in the vicinity of the BS or the MS. Similar assumptions are made when spatial channel models for macro cells with BS antenna mounted above the roof-top level of the surrounding buildings are derived [22] , [23] . Assumption seven includes also those multipaths traveling along the street canyon, where the MS is located. For the situation displayed in Fig. 4(a) , scattering areas 2 and 3 are used in the fast MPM, whereas, scattering area 1 is used in the MPM only. Fig. 4(b) shows an example for scattering areas of a real BS location. For the calculations shown in Section V, the parameters m and m, m and have been used. The parameter is dynamically assigned as two times the local street width.
The MPM considers paths due to single scattering processes. The path loss from BS to the scattering area and from the scattering area to the MS are assumed to be equal to free space loss. The scattering process is modeled by a Lambert emitter with the scattering cross section (7) where size of the scattering area in square meters; model parameter; , angles between the normal vector of the scattering surface and the vectors pointing to the MS and BS, respectively. Analysis of the data used in this paper revealed that gives reasonable results. 
C. VegMod
In all modules, the effect of vegetation is considered by adding contributions from penetration through vegetation and diffraction over vegetation separately for each of the signals. The typical extension of vegetation areas in cities is too small to apply the concept of lateral wave propagation as presented, e.g., in [24] . Instead, diffraction over and penetration through vegetation are the most important processes to be considered in urban areas. Therefore, diffraction over vegetation is modeled by knife edges in combination with an empirical approach that takes into account penetration through vegetation. Diffraction over vegetation is modeled by a single knife-edge diffraction over the tree next to the MS in Fig. 5 . Penetration through vegetation is calculated by the empirical approach dB (8) At 1800 MHz a value of , 2 dB/m is used according to [25] . The total vegetation loss is obtained by the application of the power sum method for the two contributions.
IV. OUTDOOR-TO-INDOOR PREDICTION METHOD
Two approaches are used to derive indoor coverage from outdoor BSs (outdoor-to-indoor coverage) based on the work of Berg [9] . The first approach is an empirical model, where the indoor coverage at ground floor is derived from the outdoor path loss outside the building at a height of 2 m. In order to derive predictions, also, for the higher floors a height gain model is applied. As a further refinement a semiempirical model is used. It includes more deterministic components, such as angle of incidence, and distinguishes LOS and NLOS situations.
A. Height Gain Model
Different measurements in urban macro cells revealed that the received power level varies between different floors of a building [9] , [26] . This is mainly caused by the influence of diffraction effects at neighboring buildings, see Fig. 6 .
For the determination of empirical correction factors and the verification of the model, 382 measurements from the E-Plus network were used, originating from 127 buildings in the cities of Berlin, Leipzig, and Cologne. Each measurement corresponds to the averaged received power level from one sector of a BS at one floor of a building. The received power level is derived from RxLev values of the broadcast control channel (BCCH) measured by test MSs.
For the determination of the empirical height gain only those measurements can be used, where the same sector of the BS measured at floor has been also received at the ground floor. Fig. 7 gives an indication for the number of measurements per floor number available for the evaluation of the height gain. The averaged height gain per floor is displayed in Fig. 8 . It can be observed that the increase of height gain per floor is higher for compared to the increase for . This is not surprising since the higher the floor number, the higher is the probability that LOS to the BS exists. In these cases, the additional height gain disappears. Only measurements of the first five floors were used to derive the empirical height gain function because too few measurements were available for . The best approximation was found by using the linear function in (9) (9) A floor height of 3 m is assumed for the whole model. Berg [9] reports about two types of floor height gains. For the first (9) is in between these two findings.
B. Empirical Model
The empirical model predicts a mean indoor path loss at a certain floor number based on the outdoor path loss of all surrounding pixels outside the building. The model consists of three parts: 1) A set of calculation rules describing how the indoor path loss is derived from the outdoor path loss of all surrounding pixels. 2) An empirical penetration loss factor describing the signal strength difference inside and outside the building. 3) An empirical height gain model describing the difference between the path loss at ground level and the path loss at the th floor.
Determination of Relevant Outdoor Pixels:
The algorithm to determine the indoor path loss from outdoor path loss is a two-step-process. In the first step, the set is derived. contains all indoor pixels belonging to the same building with at least one neighboring outdoor pixel. In the second step, for each element of the set of all neighboring outdoor pixels is determined. Therefore, the raster data is used to distinguish indoor/outdoor pixels, whereas, the vector data is used to assign the indoor pixels to the specific buildings. Fig. 9 shows an example for pixel and , where is the th neighboring pixel of . Note that for each the corresponding path loss derived by the outdoor prediction model is assigned. All are not considered further for the calculation of .
Determination of Mean Indoor Path Loss Per Building and
Floor Number: The mean indoor path loss for each floor and building is calculated by averaging the path loss values determined for each , (10) (10) is calculated as the sum of the minimum outdoor path loss of all and the empirical penetration factor reduced by the height gain , see (13) and (14). Furthermore, is limited to the sum of free space loss and in (11) and (12) (11) where (12) (13) (14) and path loss calculated by the outdoor model at pixel (see Fig. 9 ); distance from BS to MS in km; frequency in MHz. In order to determine an empirical value for , the model was tuned with the measurements at Cologne and Leipzig, yielding values of 22 dB and 19 dB, respectively. This is in rough accordance with [27] , where a typical value for building penetration at 1800 MHz of 16.4 dB to 22.3 dB was determined.
C. Semiempirical Model
The semiempirical model improves on the empirical model by introducing some deterministic components, if LOS between the BS and at least some parts of the building exist, see Fig. 10 . Therefore, the model consists of three parts: 1) A method to distinguish LOS/NLOS for each pixel per floor; 2) A method for path loss calculation in case of LOS; 3) A method for path loss calculation in case of NLOS. In principle, the path loss for each floor is determined according to (10) , but for the semiempirical model a different method to determine is used. LOS/NLOS Situations: For each pixel it has to be decided whether there is LOS between the BS and the corresponding part of the wall at the height of floor . Therefore, each pixel is assigned to the wall which has the minimum distance to the center of the pixel. For all pixels , which are classified as LOS, the method described below is used to determine the path loss. For all other pixels the NLOS method is used.
Path Loss for the LOS Case: The path loss for LOS takes into account the angle of incidence to the wall and is calculated according to (15) (15) where , distances in m as defined in Fig. 10 ; empirical penetration factor describing penetration loss for perpendicular incidence of the wave; empirical penetration factor describing an additional penetration loss for . Typical values for the empirical correction factors found in [9] are 4-10 dB for and 40 dB for . Path Loss for the NLOS Case: The calculation of path loss for the NLOS case is the same as in the empirical model. When calculating the height gain, however, the maximum number of floors is limited to the number of floors which corresponds to the mean building height along the vertical path profile between BS and MS.
V. VERIFICATION
The verification of the complete model is done in two subsequent steps. In the first step, the outdoor model is analyzed using CW-measurements at Cologne. In the second step, the outdoor-to-indoor predictions are analyzed using the indoor test mobile measurements from both Cologne and Leipzig.
A. Outdoor Prediction Model
The model itself and the influence of some parameters described above were analyzed by comparisons with cw-measurements from a three sector site with the antennas mounted at a height of 29 m above ground level. The heights of the surrounding buildings are at 15-25 m. The mean building heights of the whole Cologne test area is 16.3 m [5] . The three sectors were measured simultaneously, resulting in 23 370 samples. The distance between two measured samples is 7 m in order to fulfill Lee's criteria [28] . A map of the test area including the measurement route and the position of the BS is shown in Fig. 11 . Table I shows the performance of the different submodels. Significant improvements are observed by adding multipath signals (reduction of standard deviation by 0.3-0.4 dB) and vegetation attenuation (reduction of mean error by 1.5-1.6 dB) to the VPM. The degradation of the performance (0.1 in standard deviation) is relatively small when the fast MPM is used instead of the full MPM. These results are visualized in Figs. 12 and 13 . Fig. 13 shows the plots for the part of the measurement route displayed in Fig. 12 , where different submodel options are applied. Measurements and predictions with the full model are shown and compared to model options with reduced complexity. It is clearly shown that the prediction is less accurate at those locations, where multipaths or vegetation are completely neglected. 
TABLE I MEAN PREDICTION ERROR (PREDICTION MINUS MEASUREMENT)
AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR DIFFERENT SUBMODELS Fig. 12 . Part of the measurement route, where the results displayed in Fig. 13 have been derived. The numbers along the route correspond to the pixel numbers in Fig. 13 .
Also, the effect of using the fast MPM is shown, where the difference to the full MPM is observed only at very few locations. A more detailed investigation of the influence of the fast multipath option is displayed in Fig. 14 , where the total computing time for the area prediction of one sector with the size 4 km 4 km using the VPM in combination with the fast MPM-model on a SUN Sparc Ultra 60 is presented. Different values for are applied. The standard deviation of the difference between prediction and measurement is evaluated for all three sectors. This was done separately for all distances (overall) and for those samples where is below 500 m (4380 samples). From these results, it can be derived that the prediction accuracy does not improve significantly for m, whereas the computing time increases drastically. For example, the computing time multiplies by a factor 7.5, if is increased from 500 to 800 m. Similar observations as indicated in Fig. 14 were made at many other cells in the E-Plus network in different dense urban areas. Therefore, we assume that the selection of is a good compromise between a reasonable accuracy and acceptable computing times. With the full MPM model m standard deviations of 8.1 dB (overall) and 8.0 dB m are achieved. The computing the time for full MPM is 260 min. In this case, the introduction of the fast multipath heuristics speeds up the calculation process by a factor of approximately three.
B. Outdoor-to-Indoor Prediction Model
The models presented in this paper, contain three empirical penetration factors , , and . The mean prediction error and standard deviations for the different models, parameters, and floor numbers are given in Tables II and III for Cologne and Leipzig, respectively. From these tables, it can be concluded that prediction of indoor coverage at the ground level seems to be easier than predicting at higher floor levels. This can be explained by the fact that the propagation effects influencing the path loss at the higher floor numbers are showing a greater variety. At ground floor, mostly NLOS processes with a final roof-top-to-street diffraction occur, whereas LOS effects become important at the higher floors as well. Furthermore, only a few measurements have been available for the higher floor numbers yielding another uncertainty concerning the validity of the empirical height gain function. At Cologne the semiempirical model has no advantage over the empirical model. However, it should be noted that no measurements are available for at Cologne and that the probability for LOS increases for the higher floor levels. A slight improvement by the semiempirical model can be observed at Leipzig (Table III) , where some measurements are also available for . The variation of is not shown in these tables, since the standard deviation for the empirical model is invariant against variations of this parameter. Changes of the mean value are trivial to derive. Furthermore, dB is assumed, as already proposed by Berg. In Tables I and II, results with two different values of are shown. The value of dB, giving the best results, is higher than the upper limit given in [9] , which is not surprising since these parameters are not necessarily the physical losses for single homogeneous walls. Instead, they include also losses from objects within the buildings. The total results for Leipzig and Cologne are summarized in Fig. 15 and Table IV, showing that overall a small improvement is obtained by using the semiempirical model. For the future, it will be important to verify these findings also with measurements in other cities, e.g., at Berlin. The model presented in this paper allows mobile network operators to predict the outdoor and outdoor-to-indoor coverage in dense urban areas using one general prediction model. This prediction model integrates almost all relevant propagation phenomena in dense urban areas with an accuracy comparable to the results with specific prediction models, e.g., [3] , [4] , [6] , [8] . The overall performance of this model in general areas (standard deviation of 7-9 dB and mean value 3 dB) is in the same order of magnitude as it is reported for the specific propagation models applied to areas, where the effects not considered by these models can obviously be neglected. A very important application is the prediction of indoor path loss from outdoor BSs enabling the network operator to analyze indoor coverage in all three dimensions. As an example, Fig. 16 displays the area indoor coverage prediction for three floor levels of one cell at Leipzig. It is obvious that indoor coverage depends not only on the -position of a building but also on the floor number. This possibility enables the application of more sophisticated network planning techniques. For example, new methods of interference calculation can be applied taking into account interference situations from all floor levels. This will introduce an additional degree of complexity by considering a 3-D compent both for frequency planning in GSM or for capacity estimation in code division multiple access (CDMA)-based UMTS/IMT2000 networks.
VII. CONCLUSION
A run-time efficient algorithm for the general prediction of small macro cells in urban areas, taking into account almost all relevant propagation phenomena in these areas, has been presented. The model was verified with measurements carried out in the GSM1800 network of E-Plus. This verification revealed that the prediction accuracy can be improved by introducing high resolution building data. The accuracy increased significantly by considering vegetation effects and multipath propagation. An important result is that multipath propagation is relevant only within a distance of up to approximately 500 m to the BS. At larger distances propagation within the vertical plane is dominant. By introducing some other heuristics, a further acceleration of the model has been achieved. It is worth mentioning that the heuristics applied for this model can be applied to other ray-tracing methods as well. Consequently, the prediction time of large areas, relevant for interference calculations, decreases significantly by neglecting multipath effects at larger distances. Due to its basic concept, the model has the potential to be integrated with the macro cell model described in [16] , enabling the design of a general propagation model for outdoor prediction of cellular mobile systems. It is also possible to include submodels for micro cells. The comparison with measured data gave reasonable results also for the outdoor-to-indoor case. In order to confirm these correction factors, measurements from other cities have to be evaluated in the future. Furthermore, the modular structure of the model has the potential to include material parameters of each individual building, if these become available.
